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Abstract: Introduction: Despite declines in prevalence during the past two decades, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) continues to
be the leading cause of death for infants aged between 1 month and 1 year in developed countries. Evidence also suggests that pacifier
use at sleep time and room sharing without bed sharing are associated with decreased risk of SIDS. Hence this review was made to
assess the effect of pacifier use and its relation to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS). Materials and Methods: A hand search for
the articles was made along with search over the internet by using the mESH terms “Sudden Infant Death Syndrome” “Pacifier”
“Pacifier and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome” Out of the literature search made only 30 articles which matched the mESH terms were
included in the review. Conclusion: The review of literature suggested that the use of pacifier has lead to decrease in the incidence of
SIDS but though the cause of SIDS is unknown, immature cardiorespiratory autonomic control and failure of arousal responsiveness
from sleep are also important factors.
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1. Introduction

4. Aetiology

Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) is defined as “the
sudden death of an infant less than 1 year of age which
remains unexplained after a thorough case investigation,
including performance of a complete autopsy, examination
of the death scene, and review of the clinical history.1

The aetiology of SIDS is poorly understood, however,
epidemiological research has identified a number of factors
and modifiable infant care practices which appear to increase
or decrease the risk. Key practices found to increase the risk
include: prone sleeping, antenatal and postnatal cigarette
smoke exposure, and hyperthermia.2,12,13,14. Important
practices reported to reduce the risk of SIDS include:
breastfeeding 15, room-sharing 16, and pacifier use.2,4 While,
it is internationally accepted that SIDS may take place
between the ages of seven days to one year, L'Hoir et al.9
included children up to the age of two years.

A pacifier is defined as “an object that a baby is given to
suck so that the baby feels comforted and stays quiet”.1
Pacifiers, colloquially known as “dummies”, “soothers”,
“comforters” , and “ artificial teats” in the English speaking
world, are used widely to soothe or calm a distressed child. 2
Pacifiers are also used to prevent the sucking of thumbs and
other objects, and as an aid to weaning. Pacifier use is
frequently associated with “non-nutritive sucking” in the
medical literature.

2. Methodology
A hand search for the articles was made along with search
over the internet by using the mESH terms “Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome” “Pacifier” “Pacifier and Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome” Out of the literature search made only 30
articles which matched the mESH terms were included in the
review.

3. Association
The association between pacifiers and sudden infant death
syndrome has been known for some time. A possible
protective effect was proposed in 1979 by Cozzi et al
suggesting that the use of a pacifier might reduce the risk of
SIDS. Mitchell et al and several others have suggested an
association.3-11.
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A. Epidemiological Evidence
In 1993, Mitchell and in 1996 Fleming reported that
pacifiers had protective effect against SIDS in a case-control
studies and few deaths were reported among pacifier users.2,
17, 18
In a Norwegian study, the estimated odds ratio of
pacifier use to deaths ranged between 0.27 to 0.59 (1.5 to 4
times less risk).19 In a study, pacifier use was found to be a
preventive factor for SIDS independent of other factors such
as making the child sleep in prone position and use of soft
bedding. A case-control study carried out in Netherlands
showed that there was a preventive effect associated with
pacifier use with an odds ratio of 0.05.9 In a populationbased case-control study in Chicago from 1993 to 1996,
showed that pacifier use was associated with decreased risk
(unadjusted Odds Ratio being in range of (0.2 -0.5).5 Metaanalysis of the published research evaluating the strength of
evidence on the use of pacifiers as a protective measure
against SIDS concluded that there was a strong correlation
between pacifier use and reduced risk of SIDS .14
Cozzi et al suggested that in sudden infant death syndrome a
vacuum might occur in the pharynx, pulling the tongue back
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and blocking the airway. They suggested that the dummy
might prevent the tongue from sealing off the airway.
Though the physiologic mechanism to explain the protective
nature of pacifiers against SIDS remains unclear, there are
many theories. These include:
1. Infant Sleep Position: a pacifier may discourage an infant
from turning to the stomach position while sleeping. With
the use of pacifiers it was found that there were decreased
rollovers by the infants but increased rotation around the
crib.9 A German study found that there was no significant
association between the use of a pacifier and the prone
sleep position. The results provide strong evidence
confirming an association between the prone sleeping
position and an increased risk of SIDS. The study shows
that risk of SIDS is also increased for infants placed in the
side position, although the data suggest that the increased
risk for the side position may be due to the instability of
this position and the tendency of infants placed in the side
position to turn to a prone position. Most importantly, the
study demonstrates that infants who are put to sleep in an
unaccustomed prone or side position are at greater risk of
SIDS than those who are always put to sleep in the prone
or side position (an accustomed prone or side position).11
2. Infant Arousal during Sleep: research on infant arousal
and pacifier use suggested that pacifier users have lower
auditory thresholds than non-pacifier users.19 Infants may
arouse more easily when pacifiers fall out during sleep.
3. Airway And/Or Respiration Effects: The use of pacifier
use may make it easier to for infants to keep their airways
free due to changes in the infant tongue position.
4. Unknown Variable: Pacifier use may also be a marker for
some undiscovered variable such as the mother’s behavior
or an infant characteristic.13
Airway compromise or restriction and effects on
respiration.
1) Pacifier use may keep the tongue in a more forward
position or restriction and reducing the possibility of
airway occlusion, particularly in the effects on respiration
supine position.
2) Pacifier use may increase upper airway muscle tone and
reduce the likelihood of airway collapse during sleep.
3) Pacifiers may reduce the number and severity of apneic
periods by stimulating respiratory drive.
4) Pacifier use raises the infant’s carbon dioxide level
slightly. This acts as a respiratory stimulant and lowers the
infant arousal threshold.
5) Pacifiers may ease the transition to oral breathing from
nasal breathing if the nasal airway becomes occluded.
Sleep position.
1) Pacifiers may prevent an infant from turning to a prone
position. If turned in that position, the pacifier may keep
the infant’s nose off the bed. The prone position has been
associated with a risk for SIDS.
2) An infant with a pacifier may be more likely to keep its
nose free of bedding to maintain an adequate air supply.
3) Because the pacifier is associated with pleasure and
satisfaction, its use will promote less movement during
sleep to reduce the risk of losing the pacifier.
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4) A pacifier quiets a restless infant and reduces the
likelihood that the infant will place its head under the
bedcovers.
Infant Arousal
1) Pacifiers may decrease the arousal threshold for infants
during sleep
2) Frequent loss of the pacifier during sleep may cause
arousal.
Miscellaneous Suggestions
1) Pacifiers may reduce the potential for gastroesophageal
reflux.
2) Pacifiers may stimulate saliva production, which, in turn,
may provide protection against SIDS through unknown
means.
3) The production of saliva stimulates swallowing, which
may play some protective role.
4) Pacifiers may stimulate the release of somatostatin and
gastrin, which may have some protective effect.
5) Pacifier use by the infant may alter its mother’s behavior
causing her to check her infant more frequently for pacifier
loss.17,18,20,21,22,
Several causal mechanisms have been proposed to explain
the finding of a negative association between pacifier use
and the risk of SIDS, including the following: the presence
of a pacifier may protect the infant’s airway, 2,9,12 pacifer
sucking, or just the presence of a pacifier, may lessen the
likelihood of apnoea 8; and pacifier use may reduce high risk
infant sleep behaviours, such as a prone sleeping position.2,9
Most researchers and clinicians, however, are reluctant to
actively promote the use of pacifiers in the absence of
adequate knowledge regarding actual mechanisms related to
pacifier use and SIDS.

5. Recommendations
Before a recommendation can be made to promote the use of
pacifiers to reduce the risk of SIDS, it is important to review
the associated risks of pacifier usage. Research has shown
that pacifiers have been linked to reduced rates of
breastfeeding, duration of feeding, increased risk of acute
otitis media, and dental problems.13
Dental Issues -The sucking of pacifiers, fingers and thumbs
has been shown to lead to dental problems such as overbites,
open-bites and cross-bites.23,24 The impact of pacifier use
and finger-sucking is associated with posterior lateral crossbite which disappears by the age of 9years.25 In Greece, a
survey of 5-year-olds showed that only 3.4 percent of 5yearolds were still using a pacifier while 80 percent of finger
suckers were still sucking on their fingers. The authors
concluded from this study that pacifiers can have a
preventive effect against finger sucking, which is more
harmful to dentition than pacifiers.24 The American Academy
of Pediatric Dentists (AAPD) states that all types of Non
Nutritive sucking impact teeth in the same way, but pacifiers
are an easier habit to break compared to finger or thumb
sucking. According to the AAPD, Non Nutritive sucking is
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not a problem for teeth unless it continues after the child’s
permanent teeth have come in.
Breastfeeding - During the 1990s, the World Health
Organization/United Nations Children’s Fund Baby Friendly
Hospital Initiative discouraged the use and offering of
pacifiers to mothers because of the belief that pacifier use
interfered with breastfeeding. The use of pacifiers and the
impact on the start and duration of breastfeeding has been
studied in England, Brazil, Sweden, New Zealand and the
United States and these observational studies have found that
pacifier use tends to reduce the duration of breastfeeding
before infants are weaned and reduce the initiation of
breastfeeding. The two major theories explaining why the
use of a pacifier may impact breastfeeding include nipple
confusion and reduced sucking time. Reduced sucking time
on the breast results in a lowered milk supply which may
encourage earlier weaning. As no physiological evidence
exists that infants actually experience nipple confusion, it is
most likely that the pacifier use results in decreased sucking
time. 25-29.
Acute Otitis Media (AOM) | Research studies have shown
that pacifier use is associated with acute otitis media (AOM).
Common symptoms of AOM include night restlessness, poor
appetite, vomiting, earache and cough. AOM is closely
related to viral respiratory infections and the incidence is
highest in children less than 2 years of age and the peak
incidence is between 6 and 12 months of age. Breastfeeding
has found to have protective against AOM and infants who
are breastfeed for at least four months have 50 percent fewer
occurrences of AOM. Supine sleep position has also been
found to be protective against AOM.
The potential detrimental effects of pacifier use recommend
that pacifier usage should be of limited duration. Pacifiers
should be introduced only after breastfeeding has been well
established, which is consistent with the AAP policy
statement on breastfeeding. Because SIDS is less common in
the first month of life, it is sensible to delay pacifier
introduction during this lower risk period. The pacifier must
not be used as a substitute for nursing or feeding, nor it be
coated with sugar, honey, or any other sweet substances.
Once the infant sleeps, the pacifier should not be
reintroduced if it falls out of the mouth, nor forced use is
recommended. We recommend cessation of pacifier use by
12 months of age, because otitis media risk is higher,
whereas SIDS risk declines considerably after this age. The
risk of otitis media associated with pacifier use may be
reduced by frequent cleaning and replacement of damaged
pacifiers. Medical professionals should alert parents of
infants about these practices. To ensure maximal
breastfeeding success, mothers need regular support,
encouragement, and assistance while developing proper
breastfeeding techniques to build confidence in
breastfeeding, because these qualities have been observed in
mothers who give pacifiers to their infants and continue
breastfeeding.
It is important to highlight that the association does not
necessarily imply that the use of a pacifier is “protective”
against SIDS, although the finding is compatible with this
hypothesis. Even with a large and careful case control study,
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we cannot be sure that parents of victims of SIDS who use a
pacifier are not systematically different in some unmeasured
way from the controls.30

6. Conclusion
The review of literature suggested that the use of pacifier has
lead to decrease in the incidence of SIDS but though the
cause of SIDS is unknown, immature cardiorespiratory
autonomic control and failure of arousal responsiveness from
sleep are also important factors. More research needs to be
carried out to prove the association of the use of pacifier and
its usefulness in preventing SIDS. Additionally the pros and
cons of the use of pacifier in children have also to be
weighed and the use of pacifier must be made with proper
medical guidance.
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